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On the Existence of Generalized Inverses 
Recommended by Hans Schwerdtfeger 
ABSTRACT 
Conditions are given for the existence of a generalized inverse of a ring 
morphism, and the results are related to the theory of semi-simple Artinian rings. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are also given for the existence of a gen- 
eralized inverse of a morphism on real inner. product spaces. 
The concept of a generalized inverse has rated considerable attention 
during the past few years. In the setting of integral and differential 
operators, the idea dates from a 1903 paper of I. Fredholm [7], followed 
by a 1912 paper of W. A. Hurwitz [14]. The algebraic case was first 
considered by E. H. Moore [16, 171 in 1920. Since then the notion has been 
studied independently from various points of view by J. von Neumann 
[18], C. L. Siegel [25], K. 0. Friedrichs [8], A. Bjerhammer [3], and 
R. Baer [Z]. Recently numerous papers have appeared on the subject 
and several applications have been made. (See [4] for an extensive 
bibliography; also [5, 6, 10-13, 21-24, 26-281.) 
In dealing with vector spaces of finite dimension, the existence of 
generalized inverses is always assured. In general, however, this need not 
be the case. In this note we make two observations. The first investigates 
the existence of generalized inverses in the setting of modules over a ring, 
and relates these results to the well-known theory of semi-simple Artinian 
rings. The second is concerned with generalized inverses in arbitrary inner 
product spaces. As has been previously noted in several special cases 
(see for example [4, 5, 20, 27]), generalized inverses may be used to obtain 
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“best approximate” or “virtual” solutions to linear systems. ‘IVe show 
that the existence of the “natural” generalized inverse in this case is in 
fact equivalent to the existence of “extremal” virtual solutions. 
Let R be an associative ring with an identity and let E and F be (left) 
modules over R. (See for example [15, p. 11.) 
DEFINITION. An R-morphism ~1: E + F is said to be regular provided 
that there exists an R-morphism z,!J: F --f E such that 
P/P = P. 
As a first fact we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. If p: E + F is an R-morphism, then the following state- 
nzents aye equivalent: 
(1.1) pl is regular. 
(1.2) The kernel and image of p are direct summa&s of E and F, respec- 
tively. 
Proof. Let p be regular with p#p = p. Since p1+4 and I+!J~ are both 
idempotent, 
E = Im p1# 0 Im(h, - ~4)~ F = Im +JJ 0 Im(+ - $P), 
where lE and lB are the identity morphisms on E and F, respectively. 
Furthermore, since it is easily established that 
Ker p = Im(b, - &J), Imy = Im$q, 
it follows that (1.1) implies (1.2). 
Conversely, suppose E = Ker 9) @ M and F = Im 9 @ N for R-sub- 
modules M and N of E and F, respectively. Let zc2 :E --f M and 7c1 : F -+ Im 91 
be the natural projections, let 12: M + E and Lo: Im y ---f F be the natural 
injections, and let 0 = ~~v?n~. Schematically, we have the following 
diagram : 
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It is easily verified that pl = 7~~0~~ and that 8 is a bijection. Thus, if 
I,$ = nlr3-llp, then since llzl = lIrnpl and b2z2 = lM, it follows that 
That is, v is regular and (1.2) implies (1.1). 
It is to be observed, however, that if p: F + Im p and 0: M + E are 
anytwo R-morphismssuch that blp = LImPandanz = Lo, then~(pPa)p, = p. 
That is, there is in general more than one #: F --f E such that p+@ = v. 
But, if # = 7c1&4z, then 
*P* = nle-~LZnzeLlnle-~rz = nle-llz = * 
is also satisfied. Indeed, we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. If p:E --f F is an R-morfihism and E = Ker p, @ M, 
F = Im 9 @ N, dhen there exists one and only one R-morphism $1 F + E 
such that 
Proof. The existence is clear from the preceding results. Thus, suppose 
I,P: F -+ E is also such that I&‘? = 9, #‘pl$’ = #‘, Im #’ = M, and 
Ker #’ = N. Since x = x&’ + (x - or&‘) is such that xv+’ E Im q$’ = 
Im $’ = M and x - xvt,Y E Ker p, it follows that P/J’ = 7~~1~. Similarly, 
qq = 3ztl~l. Consequently 
p’ = *l&i = #‘7d& = *‘p)* = nlL& = *($X+4 = *, 
and the proof is complete. 
The unique R-morphism # of this corollary is called the generalized 
inverse of p relative to the given direct sum decomposition of E and F. 
It is clear that y#: E --f E is the projection on Im 4 along Ker ~1 and $47: 
F -+ F is the projection on Im p along Ker #. 
We now consider the question: under what conditions on R is every 
R-morphism regular ? 
THEOREM 2. The follow&g statements aye equivalent: 
(2.1) Every R-morphism is regzclar. 
(2.2) Every short exact sequence of R-morphisms splits. 
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Proof. Suppose (2.1) holds and consider the short exact sequence 
pl 
0 +D +E -+F -+O. 
Let #: F -+ E be such that q~+!~e, = q~ Since p is surjective, if y E F, then 
y=xg,forsomex~Eand 
YWpl) = 47W = X(PW = XV = Y. 
That is, z+!I~ = + and the sequence splits. 
Conversely, suppose (2.2) holds and consider the R-morphism 9: E --f F. 
Then both the vertical and the horizontal sequences of the diagram 
are short exact sequences, where L: Ker p -+ E and Lo: Im 91 + F are 
the natural injections and vi: E + Im 9 is induced by y. By (2.2) let 
,u:F + Im q~ and v: Im Q, + E be such that I+ = tIrnp, and vq~i = lrmP. 
Consequently, since p = vi~i, 
&4P = (P14(P)(9)14 = ~lh4(Vlbl = Plh = F? 
and 9 is regular. (See also [ll].) 
COROLLARY 2. R is a semi-sim@le Artinian ring if and only if every 
R-morphism is regular. 
Proof. See for example [15, p. 121. 
One of the important applications of generalized inverses has been 
to provide “virtual” or “best approximate” solutions to linear systems. 
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We now specialize our present study to inner product spaces and demon- 
strate that the existence of particular virtual solutions is in fact equivalent 
to the existence of special generalized inverses. For convenience we 
consider real (R = Iw) inner product spaces (see for example [9]), but it 
is clear that the results extend to other inner product spaces as well. 
For a real inner product space E, denote the symmetric, positive 
definite bilinear product by (x, y), the norm by 1x1 = V(x, x), and the 
subspace orthogonal to a given subspace El of E by E,‘. If p: E -F 
is an U&morphism of two real inner product spaces, let q* denote the 
adjoint, provided it exists. 
Suppose El is a subspace of a real inner product space E and x is a 
vector of E. Although there need not exist a vector of El that is “closest” to 
x, if such a vector xi exists, then x - xi belongs to E,l. (See for example 
[I, p. 151.) More completely stated, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let E be a real inner $woduct space, El a subspace, x E E, 
6 = inf Ix - xi/, 
filEE1 
and p E E,. Then 6 = Ix - $1 if and only if x - ;b E E,I. In particular, 
there is at most one p E El such that lx - $1 = 6. 
Proof. Suppose x - p E E,l. Then, for any x1 E E,, 
x - x1 = (P - x1) + (x - P), P - x,~El, x -_PEE~~. 
Therefore, 
(x - xi12 = Ip - xi12 + Ix - pi2 3 Ix - $12. 
Consequently, Ix - $1 < Ix - xi1 and Ix - $1 = 6. 
Conversely, suppose x - p 6 E,l. Let q E El be such that y = 
(x - ~5, q)/(q, q) is not zero, and consider z = p + yq. Then 
Ix - ,712 = (x - p - y4, x - P - Y4) = Ix - PI2 - 94x - P, 4) + Y2b 4) 
= 1% - PI2 - y2kL 4) < Ix - P12. 
Hence, since z E E, and Ix - zI < Ix - $1. 6 # lx - $1. 
In particular, it follows that there is at most one vector of E, that is 
closest to x. For if xi, xi’ E El are such that x - xi, x - xi’ E E,I, then 
x1 - x1’ E E, fl E,’ = 0. 
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DEFINITION. Let E and F be real inner product spaces, let v: E + F 
be an E&morphism, and let d E F. Then b E E is said to be a virtual solution 
of xv = d provided Id - bv\ = inf,,, Id - xv\. Let dq~- denote the collec- 
tion of virtual solutions of xv = d. If dq” is not empty and b,, E dv- is 
such that lb,-,\ = infbed,- lb\, then b, is said to be an extremal virtual 
solutiom of xp = d. 
In general, virtual solutions need not exist. For the convenience of 
the reader, two simple examples of this fact are now given. These examples 
may also prove helpful as illustrations of the theorem that follows. 
Let E = F = [WtN) be the space of infinite sequences of real numbers, 
only a finite number of which are not zero. For x = (xi, x2,. . .) and y = 
(Yll Y2** * .) define (x, y) = 2 xiyl. In the first case, if 
v:E -+F;h,x2,...) -+(~w1,~2,...), 
then, in particular, (1, 0, 0, . . . )y ” is empty. In the second case, if 
~0: E + F; (x,, x2,. * .) + (2 XI, o,o,. * .)I 
then there is no extremal virtual solution of xv = (1, 0, 0, . . .), even though 
virtual solutions a0 exist. 
LEMMA 2. Under the conditions of the previozcs defilzition, 
(2.1) dv- is either empty OY is a parallel (coset) of the kernel of q; 
(2.2) b E dv” if and only if d - bp, E (Im g~)l; 
(2.3) If b E dv*, then b is an extremal virtual sol&ion of xq.~ = d if and 
otily if b E (Ker v) _L ; 
(2.4) there is at most one extremal virtual solution of XT = d. 
Proof. (2.1) Suppose b E dgl-. We show that 
dq- = b+Kerv. 
First, let b + k E b + Ker q~. Then (d - (b + k)ql = Id - byI and 
b + kEdv_. Second, let b’ E drp” . Since, by Lemma 1, there is at most 
one vector of Im pl closest to d, bp, = b’p, and b’ E b + Ker p. 
(2.2) Since Im 9 is a subspace of F, this result is an immediate applica- 
tion of Lemma 1. 
(2.3) Let b E dy” and let bo be a vector in dpl” = b + Ker 9 whose 
distance from 0 is the shortest. This implies that 0 is the vector of Ker v 
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whose distance from bo is the shortest: for if k E Ker v, then since bo - 
b E Ker ~JJ, 
Ibo - 01 < I(b + ((bo - b) - k)) - 01 = lb0 - kj. 
Consequently, by Lemma 1, b, = b, - 0 e (Ker p)l. Conversely, let 
b, E dv” with b. E (Ker g~)l. Then b. - 0 E (Ker v)l with 0 E Ker v. 
Thus, by Lemma 1, lb01 = lb0 - 01 < lb0 - kl for any k E Ker cp, which 
requires by (2.1) above that lb01 < Ibl for any b E dp-. That is, b. is an 
extremal virtual solution of xpl = d. 
(2.4) If b,, bo’ are extremal virtual solutions of xp = d, since b. - b,’ 
is in both Ker q and (Ker v)I, b,’ = b,. 
THEOREM 3. If E and F aye real inner product spaces and 9: E * F is 
an R-morphism, then the following statements aye eqzcivalent. 
(3.1) E = Ker v @ (Ker p))l, F = Im pl @ (Im v)l. 
(3.2) There exists an R-morphism p+: F + E such that 
p$J’V = pl, qJ+W+ = 9+, (@p+)* = pp+, (o+p)* = v+pl. 
(3.3) There exists an extremal virtual solution of xv = d for every d E F. 
Proof. (3.1) + (3.2). By Corollary 1, (3.1) implies the existence of 
q+: F --+ E such that 
VFtV = q, ptyv+ = ,@, Im v+ = (Ker y)l, Ker a]+ = (Im 9,)‘. 
Therefore, qv+ is the projection on (Ker g~,)l along Ker v and v+v is the 
projection on Im Q, along (Im f~9)~. But this requires that ypl+ and q+p 
are each their own adjoints, and (3.2) is satisfied. 
(3.2) -, (3.3). Let d E F and assume (3.2). Since for any x E E, 
d - (@+)p, E (Im P)~. Hence by (2.2) Lemma 2, aq+ E dq”. 
Moreover, if k E Ker p, then (dq+, k) = (dv+pp+, k) = (dq+, kpp+) = 0 
implies dpl+ E (Ker p)I. That is, by (2.3), dp+ is the extremal virtual 
solution of xv = d, and (3.3) is satisfied. 
(3.3) -, (3.1). Let d be an arbitrary vector of F, and under the assump- 
tion (3.3), let b be the unique vector of minimum norm in dq”. By (2.2) 
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d - ba, E (Im go) I. Hence, since d = bp, + (d - bpl) and Im Q, fl (Im v) L = 0, 
F = Im 9 @ (Im v)l. 
Next, let a be an element of E. Again, by (3.3), let b, be the unique 
vector of minimum norm in (apl)~“. Since a E (av)q-, it follows from (2.1) 
and (2.3) that a - b, E Ker p and b, E (Ker T)~. Thus, a = (a - b,) + b, 
implies E = Ker pl @ (Ker q,)l, which completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3. Let the notation and conditions be as in Theorem 3. If 
(3.1) (hence also (3.2) and (3.3)) is satisfied, then 
(i) vt of (3.2) is unique. 
(ii) dv” = dvt + Ker Q, for each d E F. 
(iii) dpt is the extremul virtual solution of xp = d. 
(iv) If {ya} is a basis of F and x, is the extremal virtual sol&ion of 
xv = ya, then vt is the linear extension of ya -+x,. 
The two examples given above provide examples of where 9’ of (3.2) 
fails to exist. This is clear from condition (3.3). Alternatively, the con- 
clusion follows also from an examination of (3.1). In the first case, since 
(1, 0, 0,. . . ) 4 Im v and (Im v) J_ = 0, F # Im p + (Im v) I. Similarly, 
in the second case, (Ker v) L = 0 and E # Ker 9 + (Ker v) I. 
It is evident that Theorem 3 may also be established for complex inner 
product spaces. In particular, if E and F are complete Hilbert spaces 
and v: E + F is a bounded linear transformation, then it is well known 
that Ker p is closed and hence E = Ker y 0 (Ker v)l. However, Im a, 
need not be closed. We remark in this case that condition (3.1) is equivalent 
to the condition that Im q~ be closed. For if Im q~ is closed, then F = 
Im v @ (Im p)l and (3.1) is satisfied. Conversely, let (3.1) be satisfied 
and let d be in the closure of Im pl. Since 6 = inf,,, 1%~ - dl = 0, by (3.3) 
there exists a b such that jbp - dJ = 0; that is, d = bp, E Im 9 and Im q~ 
is closed. (See for example [5].) 
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ADDENDUM (JULY, 1973) 
Due to unusual delays in the publication of this paper, the Editor-in- 
Chief has recommended that some additions be appended. 
Reference [2’] listed below is a sequel to the first part of the present 
paper. There the notion of a generalized inverse of a morphism in an 
arbitrary category is studied, and Theorem 1 above is included as one 
application of the results [2’, Theorem 41. Also, an alternate proof of 
Theorem 2 above now follows from Corollary 3 of [2’] and some facts 
about the category of R-modules: viz., a R-morphism is left (right) 
cancellative if and only if it is surjective (injective) as a function, and 
every short exact sequence of R-modules splits if and only if every surjective 
(injective) R-morphism is left (right) invertible. (See [15] above, pp. 8-12.) 
Reference [3’] considers generalized inverses in Hilbert space and con- 
tains some material that is related to the second part of the present paper. 
In particular, a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an 
extremal virtual solution of xq~ = d is given in terms of d and a generalized 
inverse of the operator q.~. Also, examples of equations that fail to possess 
extremal virtual solutions are included from the space of square-summable 
sequences and the space of square-integrable functions. 
Additional relative references are listed in both [2’] and [3’], and 
extensive bibliographies on the subject of generalized inverses are given 
in [l’] and [4’]. Section 2 of [4’] also provides a succinct discussion, which 
relates to the final paragraph above, on the existence of generalized 
inverses of bounded linear transformations on Hilbert spaces. 
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